
Reminiscence of the glory days & Ode to the future

Liverpool was once called “the New York of

Europe”, boasting numerous global trade

connections enabling the growth and rise of

the city.

The hotel has been built around unique

spaces that together form a venue

designed to inspire and thrill the heart of

each person entering the space – Be our

guest and visit this landmark, reminiscing its

tales and also the city’s past, through a

timeless story, which will continue for many

years.

Located on Dale Street, the heart of the

city's commercial area,

10 minutes from Lime Street Station

Perfect location for high-end shopping to

sightseeing, dining to tourist attractions

The heart of Liverpool

The Municipal Hotel Liverpool offers 179 lavish

rooms stylishly decorated. Be on your way to a

relaxing sleep by stepping on one of the four

sweeping staircases – another design statement

of the landmark.

Rooms & Suites

The charming brasserie is rooted in the national

pride with some global exotic twists and hints of

Liverpool's historical trade past. Exquisite menus

showcasing the passion and intricacy of

Liverpool’s connections to land and sea.

Seaforth Restaurant

Our expert mixologists have a rich appreciation

of local ingredients, balanced with worldly and

innovative knowledge to create the perfect

cocktails.

The Palm Court
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Introducing the Municipal Thermae spa, a

sanctuary and heavenly invite to precious
time.

Unwind with unrivalled wellness and beauty

experiences using state of the art

technology during treatments.

An urban sanctuary For music lovers, The Beatles Story, the world’s

largest permanent museum to the band, is a

must to visit or alternatively try The British Music

Experience celebrating popular music. Both

venues are a short walk away.

Liverpool & Everton Stadia tours are also a must

for sporting enthusiasts.

In the Area

Botanic Afternoon tearoom The Art of Wellbeing

Warmed in a sauna, basking in the thermal pool

or simply relaxing poolside, we have many treats

to pamper you. The hotel also offers a clean and

modern fitness zone featuring all you need to stick

to your routine or start a new one.

Our beautifully designed tearoom offers

guests a truly divine experience with a

Liverpool twist including afternoon teas

serving teas from around the world and
succulent pastries.
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